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Abstract: Parameter estimation of electrical vehicle batteries in the presence of temperature effect
is addressed in this work. A simple parametric temperature dependent battery model is used for
this purpose where the temperature dependence is described by static relationships. A two-step
method is used that includes a parameter estimation step of the key parameters at different
temperatures followed by a static optimization step that determines the temperature coefficients of the
corresponding parameters. It was found that the temperature dependent parameter characteristics
can be reliably estimated from charging profiles only. The proposed method can be used as a
computationally effective way of determining the key battery parameters at a given temperature from
their actual estimated values and from their previously determined static temperature dependence.
The proposed parameter estimation method was verified by simulation experiments on a more
complex battery model that also describes the detailed dynamic thermal behavior of the battery.

Keywords: dynamic modeling; thermal management; parameter estimation; energy storage
operation and planning; electric and solar vehicles

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries are popular energy sources of our everyday life because of their high energy
density, low self-discharge and lightweight. Portable electronic devices (mobile phones and laptops),
home electronics, electronic tools and electric vehicles (EVs) all run on some type of lithium-ion battery.
In applications such as electrical vehicles, batteries are connected in parallel and series to meet the
power needs. The optimal performance and safe operation of the set of battery cells are managed
by the battery management system (BMS). Another essential role of the BMS is the state of charge
(SOC) and state of health (SOH) estimation. The former quantity informs the driver on the remaining
charge of the battery bank (i.e., the remaining mileage that can be traveled with the electrical vehicle),
while the latter shows the the ratio between the capacity of a new battery in relation to the actual
capacity of the battery. Similar to any other battery, the performance of the lithium-ion battery is not
constant but slowly degrades during the operation and strongly depends on the ambient temperature.
The battery health conditions cannot be measured directly therefore it should be estimated based on
measurable quantities.

Thermal modeling and the analysis of lithium-ion batteries under different temperatures has been
addressed by several authors. The thermal modeling of batteries as well as the modeling without
temperature dependency can be classified based on the scientific background (e.g., equivalent circuit
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models and electrochemical models). The review by Madani et al. [1] gives a thorough analysis of not
only the different electrochemical models but also the parameter identification methods.

In such applications where the computational complexity (i.e., time) is crucial, e.g., in BMSs
(battery management systems), equivalent circuit models are widely used [2]. The authors of [3]
addressed the study of open circuit voltage-state of charge (OCV-SOC) characterization under the
influence of different temperatures. The results show that the OCV-SOC characteristics curve highly
depends on the temperature. An online estimation method for model parameters and SOC is proposed
in [4], for applications in EVs under various temperatures. Their model is based on the RC circuit
equivalent of the investigated battery. In [5], a design of experiment approach is used for the
development of the electro-thermal model of electric vehicle batteries. The basis of their work is
also an equivalent circuit model of the battery. The authors of [6] investigated the influence of thermal
effect on the performance of their dual Kalman filter based (state and parameter estimation) method.

Another class of battery models is the electrochemical models where the chemical reactions and
mechanisms taking place in the battery serves as a basis for the modeling equations. An electro-thermal
model is developed and validated experimentally in [7], where electronic conduction, heat transfer,
energy balance and electrochemical mechanisms are included in the model. A computationally more
efficient electrochemical lithium-ion battery model is proposed in [8]. The simplified single particle
model is compared with more complicated electrochemical models as well as experimental data.
Hosseinzadeh et al. [9] gave a systematic approach for the development of thermal electrochemical
models of large lithium-ion batteries for EV applications. An et al. [10] addressed the problem of
non-uniformity of heat generation and electrochemical reaction increase with the discharge rate in an
electrochemical-thermal coupled lithium-ion battery model.

Pure thermal models are also present in the literature; the authors of [11] developed a
lumped parameter thermal model of the widely used LiFePO4 lithium-ion battery. Using thermal
measurements and the model, they determined the heat transfer coefficient and the heat capacity of the
examined battery.

Due to the above mentioned thermal effects taking place in lithium-ion batteries, the previously
mentioned roles of BMSs are usually extended with thermal management. The most frequently used
thermal management solutions of lithium-ion batteries (used either in HEVs or in EVs) are reviewed
in [12]. Temperature dependence of the key battery parameters and variables motivated the authors
of [13] to develop a two stage battery capacity estimation method. In the first stage, battery core
temperature is estimated and, afterwards, SOC and capacity are estimated by a sliding model observer.

Due to the nonlinear nature of parametric lithium-ion battery models and the fact that parameters
might also depend on time and/or external variables, the computational complexity of battery
parameter estimation can be demanding. Wang et al. [14] overcame this problem by a parallel Java
algorithm implemented on GPU (CUDA) architecture. The authors of [15] developed and compared
three different solutions for the internal resistance estimation of lithium-ion batteries (direct resistance
estimation, Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), and recursive least squares) and concluded that EKF
approach performed the best in terms of computational efficiency.

In our previous work [16], we proposed a parameter estimation for lithium ion batteries based on
their first-order equivalent circuit model. The aim of the present paper is to generalize that work to
the case when the temperature dependence of the parameters are also taken into account in such a
way that a computationally effective way of temperature dependent parameters important from the
viewpoint of applicability (e.g., actual capacity) could be given for implementation in future BMSs.

Therefore, the method presented in this paper proposes temperature dependent static
characteristics for the battery parameters using a very simple dynamic model. The obtained
characteristics can be used for determining the estimated parameter values for given thermal
circumstances. Since the characteristics are determined for the parameters independently as static
functional relationships, they can be calculated effectively in a real-time environment, e.g., a battery
management system.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the parametric lithium-ion battery model
that is used as the basis of our further steps. In Section 3.3, the parameter sensitivity analysis of the
model is performed together with the discussion of its results. Section 3 is the main contribution of
this paper and proposes our novel parameter estimation method for lithium-ion batteries. In Section 4,
the proposed parameter estimation method is analyzed by simulation experiments, and the paper is
closed by concluding remarks.

2. Parametric Battery Model

The parametric lithium-ion battery model is an important basis of the methods proposed in the
sequel, thus it is presented here. This is a modified version of that used in [16].

2.1. Modeling Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for the battery model [17] with temperature dependency:

• The capacity of the battery does not change with the amplitude of the current (no Peukert effect).
• The self-discharge of the battery is not represented.
• The battery has no memory effect (no ageing is assumed).
• The voltage and the current can be influenced.
• The capacity depends on the ambient temperature.
• The constant potential, the polarization coefficient, the polarization resistance and the internal

resistance depend on the internal (cell) temperature of the battery.

2.2. Temperature Dependent Battery Model

From the potential modeling methodologies, the equivalent electrical circuit type was selected
to create the basic battery model. The selected model is originally developed in [17]; in our previous
work, we described that model without temperature effect [18].

The structure of the model can be seen in Figure 1.

R

i(t)

vocv(t) vb(t)

Figure 1. Equivalent electrical circuit model of the battery. Voltage vocv(t) of the controlled voltage
source is different in the case of charge and discharge.

The input of the model is the battery current (i) and the output is the battery voltage (vb). The
open circuit voltage (vocv) is represented by a controlled voltage source, and it is different during
charging and discharging. The model was extended with temperature effects as it can be found in the
Matlab Simulink Battery block (Simscape/Electrical/Specialized Power Systems/Electric Drives/Extra
Sources). The difference with respect to the basic model is that some of the parameters depend on the
ambient or cell temperature. As a result, the temperature dependent state space model of the battery is
obtained in the form of Equations (1)–(6) as follows [17].

State equations:
d
dt

q(t) =
1

3600
i(t) (1)

d
dt

i∗(t) = − 1
τ

i∗(t) +
1
τ

i(t) (2)

The state variables have the following meaning:
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• q is the actual extracted capacity of the battery. The initial values of q are q(t0) = 0, if the battery
is fully charged and q(t0) = Q, if the battery is fully discharged.

• i∗ is the polarization current. It can be computed by applying a low-pass filter to the battery
current i, where τ is the time constant of the filter (see Equation (2)).

Output equations:

• Charge model

vch
ocv(t, T, Ta) =E0(T)− K1(T)

Q(Ta)

q(t) + 0.1Q(Ta)
i∗(t)−

− K2(T)
Q(Ta)

Q(Ta)− q(t)
q(t) + A exp(−Bq(t))− Cq(t)

(3)

vch
b (t, T) = vch

ocv(t, T, Ta)− R(T)i(t) (4)

• Discharge model

vdch
ocv(t, T, Ta) =E0(T)− K1(T)

Q(Ta)

Q(Ta)− q(t)
i∗(t)−

− K2(T)
Q(Ta)

Q(Ta)− q(t)
q(t) + A exp(−Bq(t))− Cq(t)

(5)

vdch
b (t, T) = vdch

ocv(t, T, Ta)− R(T)i(t) (6)

The output of the model is the battery voltage vX
b that is composed of the open circuit voltage (vX

ocv)
and the voltage drop across the internal resistance (R(T)i(t)). The open circuit voltage is the voltage
of the battery when no external load is connected to it. X = {ch, dch} denotes the charge/discharge
mode of the battery.

The variables of the model with their meaning and units can be seen in Table 1.
The indirect temperature dependency of the model defined by Equations (1)–(6) is realized

through a static temperature dependence of the model parameters. The temperature dependency of the
parameters can be described with the following equations [19]:

• The change of polarization coefficient, polarization resistance and internal resistance with the
battery temperature T can be derived from the Arrhenius law:

K1(T) = K1|Tre f exp

(
α1

(
1
T
− 1

Tre f

))
(7)

K2(T) = K2|Tre f exp

(
α2

(
1
T
− 1

Tre f

))
(8)

R(T) = R|Tre f exp

(
β

(
1
T
− 1

Tre f

))
(9)

• The temperature dependency of the capacity and the constant potential can be written in the
following form:

Q(Ta) = Q|Tre f +
∆Q
∆T

(Ta − Tre f ) (10)

E0(T) = E0|Tre f +
∂E
∂T

(T − Tre f ) (11)
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The parameters of the temperature dependent battery model with their meaning and nominal
values can be found in Table 1. Our examined battery is a Samsung INR18650-20Q type battery
(Cheonan, Korea) with 2000 mAh nominal capacity and 3.6 V nominal voltage. The nominal parameters
of the battery were extracted from the datasheet and the Matlab Simulink model [20].

Table 1. Variables and parameters of the examined Samsung INR18650-20Q Li-ion battery.

Name Type Meaning Unit Value

i input variable battery current A -
i∗ state variable polarization current A -
q state variable extracted capacity Ah -
t independent variable time s -

vocv variable open circuit voltage V -
vb output variable battery voltage V -
T external variable battery cell temperature K -
Ta external variable ambient temperature K -

Tre f parameter nominal ambient temperature K 298.15
τ parameter time constant of the filter s 0.003
E0 parameter constant potential of the electrodes V -

E0|Tre f parameter constant potential of the electrodes at nominal ambient temperature V 3.9388
∂E/∂T parameter reversible voltage temperature coefficient V/K 0.002

R parameter internal resistance Ω -
R|Tre f parameter internal resistance at nominal ambient temperature Ω 0.005

β parameter Arrhenius rate constant for the internal resistance K 3839.8
K1 parameter polarization constant V/Ah -

K1|Tre f parameter polarization constant at nominal ambient temperature V/Ah 0.0018
α1 parameter Arrhenius rate constant for the polarization coefficient K 8415.3
K2 parameter polarisation resistance Ω -

K2|Tre f parameter polarization resistance at nominal ambient temperature Ω 0.0018
α2 parameter Arrhenius rate constant for the polarization resistance K 8415.3
Q parameter battery capacity Ah -

Q|Tre f parameter battery capacity at nominal ambient temperature Ah 2.0
∆Q/∆T parameter maximum capacity temperature coefficient Ah/K 0.016

A parameter exponential voltage V 0.1589
B parameter exponential capacity (Ah)−1 15.0
C parameter nominal discharge curve slope V/Ah 0.2362

Remark on the battery cell temperature:
To obtain a simple model for parameter estimation, we have omitted the energy balance and

considered the battery cell temperature T as an external variable that does not change too much during
a charge or discharge operation.

3. Parameter Estimation Methodology

Based on the modeling and analysis results of Sections 2 and 3.3, the parameter estimation method
is presented in this section.

3.1. Input Signal

The pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) is chosen as the input signal for the parameter
estimation. It is a widely used signal in the field of parameter estimation [21] because it is easy to
generate and provides sufficient excitation. The PRBS has only two values in between the signal
changes randomly. The two parameters of the PRBS are the range (the upper and lower level of the
signal) and the frequency of the change that should be chosen considering the system dynamics. In
our case, the clock frequency of the PRBS was chosen to be five times the time constant of the system;
the latter can be approximately determined from a step input to the system (see in Section 3.3).

An other important factor of our parameter estimation method is the ambient temperature.
At each experiment, the ambient temperature is chosen to be constant, thus we hold the ambient
temperature constant during an experiment.
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The minimum and maximum battery temperatures of the experiments should be chosen according
to the recommended operating temperatures of the examined battery. Then, this range is evenly divided
to get the list of ambient temperatures at which the experiments should be carried out.

3.2. Simulation Setup

The parameter estimation methods were implemented and tested by simulation experiments in
Matlab. To simulate the heat dissipation of the battery during charge/discharge, the battery model in
Simulink/Simscape/Electrical/Specialized Power Systems/Electric Drives/Extra Sources (an extended
model) was used. This model contains additional energy balance equations that describe the temperature effects
of the battery [22]. This means that the cell temperature and the heating/cooling effects of the battery
(including self-heating) during the operation can be simulated. It is important to note that the model that
we used for parameter estimation (Equations (1)–(11)) is much simpler, as it does not contain the internal
energy balance equation. The advantage of the Simulink model is that the battery cell temperature can be
directly extracted from the model, which can be used as measurement data for the cell temperature.

The simulated battery was a Samsung INR18650Q-20Q battery with 2000 mAh capacity. The
nominal parameters of the battery can be seen in Table 1. The operating temperatures of the battery
from the datasheet are 0–50 ◦C for charge and −20–75 ◦C for discharge. Based on these values, we
decided to simulate the battery in the range 0–50 ◦C. The charge and the discharge of the battery was
simulated at 11 different ambient temperatures with PRBS input signal of 1–99% state of charge. The
simulation setup in case of charge and discharge can be seen below.

Simulation setup for charge:

• PRBS input: Imin = −2A, Imax = −0.5A, Ts = 160s
• initial values: q(t0) = 0.99Q, i∗(t0) = 0, T = Ta

• ambient temperatures: Ta = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 ◦C
• stopping criterion: q(t) = 0;

Simulation setup for discharge:

• PRBS input: Imin = 0.5A, Imax = 2A, Ts = 160s
• initial values: q(t0) = 0.01Q, i∗(t0) = 0, T = Ta

• ambient temperatures: Ta = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 ◦C
• stopping criterion: q(t) = 0.99Q;

All simulations were performed on a PC (Intel i5 CPU with 4GB RAM)(Intel, Santa Clara, CA,
USA).

3.3. Parameter Sensitivity Analysis

As a first step of the parameter estimation, the parameter sensitivity of the charge and discharge
model of the battery was analyzed. It is important to note that the temperature has an indirect effect on
the model output through the parameters directly depend on the temperature. We used our previously
described method [16] for the sensitivity analysis, i.e., the parameter values were changed one by
one with ±10% with respect to the nominal values, then the difference between the nominal and the
perturbed model was evaluated using a quadratic loss function:

Ws(θ̃) =
1
N

N

∑
k=1

1
2
(
vb(θ; k)− vb(θ̃; k)

)2 (12)

where θ denotes the parameter vector, and θ̃ is the perturbed parameter vector. First, the step response
of the model was simulated to get the time constant of the system (τs). The sample time of the
PRBS signal (Ts) was chosen to be Ts = τs/5. The sensitivity analysis was repeated at six different
temperatures: 0 ◦C, 10 ◦C, 20 ◦C, 30 ◦C, 40 ◦C and 50 ◦C. The battery was charged/discharged between
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0% and 100% state of charge with PRBS current input (amplitude: charge {−2 A,−0.5 A} and discharge
{0.5 A, 2 A}; and sample time: 160 s). Both the charge and the discharge models were analyzed. The
nominal model was the charge/discharge model at the nominal ambient temperature Tre f = 25 ◦C.

The models were simulated in Matlab using the model equations (Equations (1)–(6)). At each
temperature, the nominal parameters were perturbed one-by-one and the value of the loss function
was computed. The result of the sensitivity analysis of the charge and the discharge model can be seen
in Tables 2 and 3. The graphical representation of the results is depicted in Figure 2.

Table 2. Values of the loss function in case of the parameter sensitivity analysis of the charge model.

Parameter Change 0 ◦C 10 ◦C 20 ◦C 30 ◦C 40 ◦C 50 ◦C

E0
−10% 0.1100 0.0710 0.0728 0.0837 0.0922 0.0999
+10% 0.1342 0.0939 0.0830 0.0721 0.0652 0.0592

K1
−10% 0.0437 0.0047 0.0003 0.0003 0.0011 0.0020
+10% 0.0455 0.0051 0.0004 0.0003 0.0011 0.0020

K2
−10% 0.0365 0.0041 0.0003 0.0003 0.0011 0.0020
+10% 0.0537 0.0059 0.0004 0.0003 0.0011 0.0020

Q −10% 0.0376 0.0069 0.0028 0.0013 0.0005 0.0007
+10% 0.0562 0.0054 0.0016 0.0025 0.0039 0.0055

R −10% 0.0446 0.0049 0.0003 0.0003 0.0011 0.0020
+10% 0.0446 0.0049 0.0004 0.0003 0.0011 0.0020

Table 3. Values of the loss function in case of the parameter sensitivity analysis of the discharge model.

Parameter Change 0 ◦C 10 ◦C 20 ◦C 30 ◦C 40 ◦C 50 ◦C

E0
−10% 0.3795 0.1374 0.0912 0.0687 0.0591 0.0517
+10% 0.1305 0.0581 0.0680 0.0886 0.1013 0.1119

K1
−10% 0.1641 0.0184 0.0018 0.0011 0.0026 0.0042
+10% 0.1913 0.0220 0.0022 0.0011 0.0026 0.0042

K2
−10% 0.1578 0.0182 0.0017 0.0011 0.0026 0.0042
+10% 0.1982 0.0223 0.0023 0.0010 0.0026 0.0042

Q −10% 0.1362 0.0408 0.0020 0.0002 0.0023 0.0042
+10% 0.1852 0.0346 0.0004 0.0015 0.0027 0.0042

R −10% 0.1769 0.0200 0.0200 0.0011 0.0026 0.0042
+10% 0.1780 0.0203 0.0020 0.0011 0.0026 0.0042
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Figure 2. Results of the parameter sensitivity analysis of the charge and the discharge model.

It can be seen that the discharge model is a bit more sensitive to the change of the parameters
as the magnitude of the error is greater in that case. Both the charge and the discharge models have
similar characteristics with respect to the parameter sensitivity:

• The models are highly sensitive to the constant potential E0.
• The models are less sensitive to K1, K2 and Q.
• The rate of sensitivity is similar in the case of K1, K2 and Q.
• The sensitivity of the models increases as the temperature decreases.
• At ambient temperatures greater than the nominal temperature, the effect of changing the

parameters is really small (except for E0), especially in case of the discharge model.
• The change of the internal resistance R at different temperatures has no effect on the models, as

the errors related to the ±10% change are the same. In these cases, only the temperature affects
the models.

Based on these statements, the parameters E0, K1, K2 and Q will be estimated while R is fixed to its
nominal value.

3.4. Methods for Parameter Estimation

Our parameter estimation method consists of two steps. At first the battery is charged or
discharged at different constant ambient temperatures. At each temperature, the parameters E0, K1, K2

and Q of the battery are estimated. In the second step, the temperature coefficients of these parameters
are estimated.

3.4.1. Estimation of the Battery Parameters

The first step of our method is the estimation of the battery parameters at different constant
ambient temperatures to see how these parameters change with that temperature. The inputs of the
parameter estimation are the battery current and voltage at different temperatures during a full charge
or discharge process. The result of the estimation is a set of battery parameters at different temperatures.

It can be seen from Equations (1)–(6) that the battery model has a nonlinear output equation and
four parameters to be estimated as we fixed the internal resistance R to its nominal value. Therefore,
a suitable nonlinear parameter estimation method should be chosen. In our work, the nonlinear
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least-squares method is chosen. Nonlinear parameter estimation problems are usually solved as
nonlinear optimization problems where a suitable cost function should be minimized. In our case, the
cost function is the sum of squared deviation between the model and the measurement data at every
time instance (see Equation (13) below).

W(θ) =
N

∑
k=1

(
v̂X

b (k)− vX
b (θ; k)

)2
(13)

X ∈ {ch; dch}

where v̂X
b (k) = v̂X

b (k Ts) is the measured value of the battery voltage at the kth sample, vX
b (θ; k) is the

output of the model (Equation (4) or Equation (6)) with the parameter vector θ = [E0, K1, K2, Q], and
N is the total number of samples.

As all of the parameters to be estimated have physical meaning, the range and scale of the
parameter values are usually known in advance. Therefore, upper and lower bounds for the parameters
can be defined that is useful to limit the searching space of the optimization. As a result, a constrained
nonlinear optimization problem should be solved. From the potential algorithm,s the trust region
reflective algorithm [23] is chosen in our work.

3.4.2. Estimation of the Temperature Dependency of the Parameters

The second step of the parameter estimation method is the estimation of the reference values and
the temperature dependency coefficients of the parameters. The inputs of this parameter estimation
problem are the estimated parameters at different temperatures from the previous step (Section 3.4.1).
It can be seen from the temperature dependent battery model that the battery parameters can be
divided into two groups based on the type of their temperature dependency:

• Parameters with linear temperature dependency: E0, Q.
• Parameters with nonlinear (exponential) temperature dependency: K1, K2.

Moreover, it can be seen from Equations (7)–(11) that some of the parameters (Q) depend on the
ambient temperature and others (E0, K1, K2) depend on the battery cell temperature. The problem
is that the cell temperature usually cannot be measured. To overcome this, we made the following
additional assumptions:

• The cell temperature does not change a lot during charge/discharge (maximum ±2 ◦C).
• The cell temperature is substituted by the average surface temperature during charge/discharge.
• Initially, the cell temperature and the ambient temperature are equal.
• The surface temperature of the battery is measured.

With the above assumptions, the temperature coefficients of the parameters can be estimated.
The coefficients to be estimated are:

• E0|Tre f and ∂E/∂T for the temperature dependency of E0

• Q|Tre f and ∆Q/∆T for the temperature dependency of Q
• K1|Tre f and α1 for the temperature dependency of K1

• K2|Tre f and α2 for the temperature dependency of K2

The coefficients of E0(T) and Q(Ta) can be estimated with the simple linear least squares method
because Equations (11) and (10) are linear.

The coefficients of K1(T) and K2(T) can also be estimated by the least squares method by
transforming the equations and their dependent variables.
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4. Simulation Results

In this section, the results of the simulation based experiments are introduced and analyzed. In
Section 4.1, the results of the estimation of the battery parameters at 11 different temperatures are
presented. Then, in Section 4.2, the results of the estimation of the temperature dependency of the
battery parameters are described.

4.1. Estimated Battery Parameters

The battery parameters at different temperatures were estimated using the lsqnonlin function from
Matlab Optimization Toolbox [24]. This function needs at least two input arguments: a function to
minimize and the vector of initial parameter values. Additional input arguments such as lower and
upper bounds of the parameters and other options can be also defined. In our case, the following
bounds were defined for the parameters: 0 ≤ E0 ≤ 5, 0 ≤ Q ≤ 3, 0 ≤ K1 ≤ 0.1, 0 ≤ K2 ≤ 0.1.

The function to minimize is the cost function in Equation (13) and the parameters to be estimated
are θ = [E0, Q, K1, K2]

T . The initial values of the parameters were set to the nominal parameter values
(see in Table 1).

The results of the parameter estimation can be seen in Tables 4 and 5. It can be noticed in the
second row of Table 4 that above 35 ◦C the battery reached its maximum capacity during charge.

Table 4. Estimated battery parameters at different temperatures during charge.

Ta [◦C] 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

E0 [V] 3.9175 3.9154 3.9190 3.9259 3.9343 3.9436 3.9532 3.9631 3.9651 3.9783 3.9893
Q [Ah] 1.6001 1.6800 1.7599 1.8399 1.9201 2.0004 2.0811 2.1623 2.1576 2.1579 2.1582
K1 [V/Ah] 0.0169 0.0099 0.0059 0.0036 0.0023 0.0015 0.0010 0.0007 0.0012 0.0008 0.0007
K2 [Ω] 0.0246 0.0140 0.0082 0.0049 0.0030 0.0019 0.0012 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 5. Estimated battery parameters at different temperatures during discharge.

Ta [◦C] 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

E0 [V] 3.8877 3.8980 3.9083 3.9185 3.9286 3.9388 3.9490 3.9591 3.9693 3.9795 3.9884
Q [Ah] 1.6010 1.6801 1.7599 1.8393 1.9188 1.9980 2.0764 2.1540 2.2300 2.3035 2.1583
K1 [V/Ah] 0.0239 0.0138 0.0081 0.0048 0.0029 0.0018 0.0011 0.0007 0.0004 0.0003 0.0000
K2 [Ω] 0.0243 0.0139 0.0081 0.0048 0.0029 0.0018 0.0011 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0000

It can be seen from the estimated values that they are in good agreement with the nominal
parameters of the investigated battery type, and coincide well with the parameters in the detailed
dynamic battery model in Simulink/Simscape/Electrical/Specialized Power Systems/Electric
Drives/Extra Sources.

The accuracy of the parameter estimation can be characterized by the covariance matrix of the
estimation. In our results, the elements of the covariance matrices are really small (with orders between
10−8 and 10−12) in both charge and discharge cases. This means that the parameter estimation is very
accurate. Note that the experimental data were obtained from the simulation of the model equations of the
extended model with energy balance equation and not from real measurements, therefore no external noise
or modeling errors are included.

The confidence region of the estimated parameters can be approximated by the 1.05·Wmin contour
line of the cost function W. To analyze and illustrate the confidence regions, we analyzed the
parameters in pairs. We fixed two parameters and computed the value of the cost function when
changing the other two parameter values around their estimated value. The two parameters pairs were
chosen as E0, Q and K1, K2. Some examples of the confidence regions in the case of charge/discharge
at different temperatures are illustrated on Figures 3 and 4. The order of magnitude on the x and
y axes are the same in Figures 3a–d and 4a–c respectively. In Figure 4d, the axes are magnified for
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better visibility. Comparing the confidence regions at different temperatures and operating modes, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

• In the case of both charge and discharge, the confidence of Q increases while E0 decreases as the
temperature rises (see Figure 3a–d).

• E0 and Q are uncorrelated because the axes of the ellipse are almost parallel with the x and y axes.
• In the case of charge, the confidence region of K1, K2 becomes smaller as the temperature rises

(see Figure 4a,b).
• A linear relationship between K1 and K2 can be assumed in the case of discharge (see Figure 4c,d).

(a) Charge at 5 ◦C (b) Charge at 30 ◦C

(c) Discharge at 5 ◦C (d) Discharge at 30 ◦C

Figure 3. Confidence regions of the estimated parameters E0, Q during charge/discharge at different
temperatures. x axis, E0; y axis, Q; x axis range, 1×10−3; y axis range, 3.5 ×10−4; −, confidence region;
×, estimated parameter value.
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(a) Charge at 5 ◦C (b) Charge at 30 ◦C

(c) Discharge at 5 ◦C (d) Discharge at 30 ◦C
Figure 4. Confidence regions of the estimated parameters K1, K2 during charge/discharge at different
temperatures. x axis, K1; y axis, K2; x axis range, 1.25×10−4; y axis range, 7×10−5; −, confidence
region; ×, estimated parameter value.

Looking at Figures 5 and 6, it is apparent that the estimated values of E0 and Q are more uncertain
in the case of charge. This phenomenon can be explained by the confidence regions depicted in Figure 3.
It can be seen that the confidence region is wider in the case of charge, hence the uncertainty of the
parameters are greater. It can be also noticed that the shape of the confidence region changes with
temperature. At low temperatures, the confidence of the estimated Q is smaller than the confidence of
E0. On the contrary, at high temperatures, the confidence of Q becomes greater while the confidence of
E0 decreases. That is why we can better estimate Q at low temperatures and E0 at high temperatures.
Additionally, the estimates are results of nonlinear optimization, which is affected by the initial values,
stopping criteria, and the shape of the cost function.
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(a) The fitted thermal characteristics of parameter E0(T)
from the charge data. r2 = 0.9691
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(b) The fitted thermal characteristics of parameter E0

from the discharge data. r2 = 0.9999
Figure 5. Estimation of the temperature dependency of E0.
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(a) The fitted thermal characteristics of parameter Q from
the charge data. r2 = 1
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(b) The fitted thermal characteristics of parameter Q from
the discharge data. r2 = 0.9999

Figure 6. Estimation of the temperature dependency of Q.
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(a) The fitted thermal characteristics of parameter K1(T)
from the charge data. r2 = 0.9656
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Figure 7. Estimation of the temperature dependency of K1.
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(a) The fitted thermal characteristics of parameter K2(T)
from the charge data. r2 = 0.9925
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(b) The fitted thermal characteristics of parameter K2(T)
from the discharge data. r2 = 0.9988

Figure 8. Estimation of the temperature dependency of K2.

4.2. Estimated Temperature Dependent Parameters

Having estimated the battery parameters at different ambient temperatures, the temperature
dependency of the parameters was estimated with the help of the Matlab Curve Fitting Toolbox [25].
Each parameter has two coefficients that describe the temperature dependency: the parameter value
at the reference temperature and the temperature coefficient. The independent variables of the four
different parameter estimation tasks are the following:

• T − Tre f , in case of E0(T);
• Ta − Tre f , in case of Q(Ta);
• 1

T −
1

Tre f
in case of K1(T) and K2(T).
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As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, the cell temperature T was substituted by the average surface
temperature of the battery. The dependent variables are the estimated parameter values of the previous
step that can be seen in Tables 4 and 5.

The coefficients of the temperature dependency were estimated during both charge and discharge.
The results of the estimation can be seen in 6 and 7. The 95% confidence bounds shows the uncertainty
of the estimated coefficients.

It can be seen that the estimated temperature dependency of E0 and Q is close to the nominal
values in both charge and discharge cases. The estimation of Q|Tre f and ∆Q/∆T is better in the case of
charge because the differences between the nominal and estimated parameter are smaller. However,
the estimation of the other parameters is better in the case of discharge.

The fitted curves of the temperature dependency can be seen in Figures 5–8 with red line. The
goodness of fit was characterized by the r2 value that is computed by:

r2 = 1− ∑i(ŷi − yi)
2

∑i(ŷi − ȳ)2

where ŷ is the measured data, y is the model predicted value, and ȳ is the mean of the measured data.
The results can be seen in Table 8.

It can be seen that the curve fitting is a bit more accurate in case of discharge, except Q.

Table 6. Estimated parameters of the temperature dependency of the battery parameters during charge.

Parameter Nominal Value Estimated Value 95% Confidence Bounds Unit

E0|Tre f 3.9388 3.943 (3.94, 3.946) V
∂E/∂T 2.0×10−3 1.518×10−3 (1.314×10−3, 1.723×10−3) V/K
Q|Tre f 2.0 2.001 (2.0, 2.001) Ah

∆Q/∆T 1.6×10−2 1.605×10−2 (1.601×10−2, 1.610×10−2) Ah/K
K1|Tre f 1.8×10−3 2.735×10−3 (1.866×10−3, 3.604×10−3) V/Ah

α1 8415 5989 (4684, 7294) K
K2|Tre f 1.8×10−3 1.545×10−3 (1.866×10−3, 1.987×10−3) Ω

α2 8415 9785 (8706, 10,860) K

Table 7. Estimated parameters of the temperature dependency of the battery parameters
during discharge.

Parameter Nominal Value Estimated Value 95% Confidence Bounds Unit

E0|Tre f 3.9388 3.939 (3.938, 3.939) V
∂E/∂T 2.0×10−3 2.025×10−3 (2.009×10−3, 2.041×10−3) V/K
Q|Tre f 2.0 1.995 (1.993, 1.997) Ah

∆Q/∆T 1.6×10−2 1.568×10−2 (1.554×10−2, 1.581×10−2) Ah/K
K1|Tre f 1.8×10−3 1.588×10−3 (1.418×10−3, 1.757×10−3) V/Ah

α1 8415 8908 (8528, 9289) K
K2|Tre f 1.8×10−3 1.661×10−3 (1.542×10−3, 1.781×10−3) Ω

α2 8415 8793 (8538, 9048) K

Table 8. Goodness of curve fitting characterized by the r2 value.

E0 Q K1 K2

charge 0.9691 1 0.9656 0.9925
discharge 0.9999 0.9999 0.9995 0.9988
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5. Conclusion and Future Work

An optimization based lithium-ion battery parameter estimation method is proposed in this paper
that is capable of describing the thermal behavior of batteries. The basis of the method is a nonlinear
charge and discharge model that describes the temperature dependency as a parametric function of
temperature as an external variable.

Parameter sensitivity analysis was carried out on the model to find the parameters to be estimated,
which are the electrode potential, the battery capacity, and two polarization constants. The internal
resistance was found to be non-sensitive to the model output, thus it was not estimated.

The proposed parameter estimation method contains two steps. At first, the parameters
E0, Q, K1, K2 are estimated from measured data of charging/discharging at different constant ambient
temperatures. In the second step, the temperature coefficients of these parameters are estimated.

The proposed parameter estimation method was verified by a set of simulation experiments on an
electro-thermal battery model capable of describing the energy balance (i.e., the thermal behavior) of
the battery. The temperature dependent parameter characteristics obtained generated by the proposed
method can be used as a computationally effective way of determining the key battery parameters at a
given temperature. The
emphnovelty of the method is that the temperature dependent parameter characteristics can be
estimated from charging profiles by the proposed method can be used as a computationally effective
way of determining the key battery parameters at a given temperature. The proposed parameter
estimation method was verified by simulation experiments on a more complex battery model that also
describes the thermal behavior of the battery.

Further research directions include the use of this parameter estimation method for determining
the state of health of the battery, and to estimate the temperature dependent state of charge during
its life cycle. This is possible through a suitable experiment policy that estimates the battery capacity
from well chosen charging operations under different thermal conditions. Therefore, extensive climate
chamber experiments will be performed to validate the results of the present work.
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